Publication date: March 2019
Country: Angola
Executing Agency: Government of Angola
Name of Project: “Cabinda Province Agriculture Value Chains Development Project (CPAVCDP)”
Loan/Grant Number: ADB Loan Agreement 2000200002052
Name of Tender: Supply of Computer Equipment
Lot Number & Name (If different from Tender):
Procurement mode: Single sourcing
Domestic preference (Yes or No): Yes
Regional preference (Yes or No): No

Borrower’s Tender Number: 18GSHP02
Date of receipt by the Bank of the draft Tender document: November 29th 2018
Date of approval by the Bank of the Tender Document: December 11th 2018
Tender issuing date: December 12th 2018
Closing date of the Tender: December 18th 2018
Date of Tender opening: December 18th 2018
Date of receipt by the Bank of the Tender evaluation report: January 14th 2019
Date of approval by the Bank of the Tender evaluation: February 20th 2019

Name of the winning Bidder: NCR ANGOLA INFORMATICA, LDA
Nationality: Angolese
Address: Av. 1º Congresso MPLA, 7/9, Luanda, Angola
Contract Award Price: 136.177,94 USD (42.322.741,97 AKZ)
Contract Start date: 21 February 2019
Contract Duration: 6 months
Summary of Scope of Contract Awarded: Supply of computer equipment for project’s offices in Cabinda and Luanda

Total Number of Bidders: 5
For each Bidder:
Name: NCR ANGOLA INFORMATICA, LDA
Nationality: Angolese
Address: Av. 1º Congresso MPLA, 7/9, Luanda, Angola
Bid Price as Read-out: 136.177,94 USD (42.322.741,97 AKZ)
Evaluated Price: 136.177,94 USD (42.322.741,97 AKZ)
Bid Accepted / Rejected: Accepted

Name: PERSISTECH, LDA
Nationality: Angolese
Address: Rua da India, 12, Luanda, Angola
Bid Price as Read-out: 11.721.228,00 AKZ
Evaluated Price: 11.721.228,00 AKZ
Bid Accepted / Rejected: Rejected
Reason for Rejection: Incomplete items, lack of documentation, proposal unsigned
Name: OPEN TO WEB-TECNOLOGIS SOLUTIONS, LDA
Nationality: Angolese
Address: Rua Major Kanhangulo, nº 59-2º andar, Apt 8, Luanda, Angola
Bid Price as Read-out: 41.007.630,00 AKZ
Evaluated Price: 41.007.630,00 AKZ
Bid Accepted / Rejected: Rejected
Reason for Rejection: Incomplete proposal, lack of documentation, proposal unsigned

Name: CBS-CENTRAL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS LDA
Nationality: Angolese
Address: Av. Talatona-Travessa nº 1 Edificio 136-3 nº 4, Luanda, Angola
Bid Price as Read-out: 69.764.535,50 AKZ
Evaluated Price: 69.764.535,50 AKZ
Bid Accepted / Rejected: Accepted

Name: SISTEC-SISTEMAS, TECNOLOGIAS E INDUSTRIA, S.A.
Nationality: Angolese
Address: Av. Che Guevara, 138, Luanda, Angola
Bid Price as Read-out: 30.217.623,00 AKZ
Evaluated Price: 30.217.623,00 AKZ
Bid Accepted / Rejected: Rejected
Reason for Rejection: Clarifications were received after deadline

N.B.: Any bidder who wishes to ascertain the grounds on which its proposal was not selected, should request an explanation from the Executing Agency. In any event, the Bank reserves the right to review any complaint of a bidder at any time following the award.